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INTRODUCTION

omputers and its uses grew rapidly and widely through out the

world. TheY are used to deal with manY tasks due to their

vanous potential. lt helPs to resolve Problems human life

encounters in dailY life' Therefore, theY have more influence on

our life. Within the last 3 decades' computer has been recognized as

the most life changing and successful invention solving Problems in

human life.

Today, where business caters' there you find them applying

computer usage. Look at educational sector' health' transportation' or

communication sector, we can see the influence and application of

computer. lt's difficult to survive a business without adopting computer

usage either directly or indirectly in this modern world' Nowadays'

every household are having at least one Gomputer for doing their works

or for entertainment. These computer systems have to be properly

maintained and repaired every now and then and the cost of repairing

may sometimes be very high'

Being in the Computer Science Department' there are not many

activities which we can render to the society in terms of technology'

one of the most important social initiative programs may be to have a

free computer checking program thereby repairing their computers

for free otherwise they would have to pay a huge amount of money for

repairing at the shoP'

The Departmental meeting felt the need of organizing such free

computer clinic and the committee assigned Mr' Laldingliana Sailo and

Mr. H Thangkhanhau as the Organizing Chairman and Organizing

Secretary respectively' The meeting decided to conduct this

programme on the 24th of October 2019'
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The main aim of this Clinic is to inform nearby localities such as

Aizawl Venglai, Ramthar and Ramhlun South'Electric Veng etc to bring

ii"n 
"orou,"rs 

for repair and repair them for free of cost'

AdvertisemenVinformation was circulated at each local YMA

newspaper and also through Whatsapp' We selected few students from

the fifth semester who areiapable of repairing computers' Around five

(5) students were assigned for this program
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THE ORGANISING TEAM

As mentioned above the Organizing team consists of the following :

Organizing Chairman:
Organizing Secretary:

Organizing Members:

Mr. LALDINGLIANA SAILO
MT. H. THANGKHANHAU

MT. DAVID LALRAMNGHAKA
MS. LALTHLANHLUI
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E 24rlr OCTOBER 2019IITIIURSDAYII 10:00 AM

works in the evening '

Registration starts at 10:00 am' as already mentioned in the introductory

purt, It. main aim of this free clinic is for the neighbouring localities but

rnup. au. the dessiminate of information through whatsapp' many people

.rrqri.. from different places such as Durtlang' Chawlhhmun etc and even

another Districts of Mizoram'

It was beyond our expectations that more than 84(eighty four) computer

systems(Laptop and Desli:top) were registered for repair on this day'and even

UPS and keyboards came in for repair'

We are very delighted at the performance of our fifth semester students

who try their best to support and work hard for this clinic and even though

only five (5) students were appointed' sixteen (16) students volunteer

themself for the clinic. We work from 10:00 am till 5:30 in the evening trying

to repair as many as Possible'

Some of the computers are very old and outdated that it took quite a long

time to repair them. Due to limited time constrain' there are still unfinished
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25TH OCTOBER 2019 IIFRIDAYII 1O:OO AM

"THE WORK CONTINUES,,

Even though the clinic was proposed to be held for only one day' we have

to continue on the next day due to unfinished works from the previous day'

We started again at 10:00 am and try to finished the whole workload at the

earliest. The students also did their best' At around 4:00 pm we can barely

finished the whole workload and we call it a day'
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"PHOTOS"

Few photos of the Free Clinic Program:
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CONCLUSION

Since this program is supposed to be a social initiative program, we felt that

conducting this kind of program was a great success and also found that the

people are benefited through this program. we thank the students for their

valuable support and also wish that this program will further enhanced them in

their studies.

This report is prepared

and compiled by

(H. THANGKTIANIIAU)

Organizing Secretary

Edited and ProofReading bY
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*

SAILO)

Organizing Chairman
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